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Back to bases! Make your heroes and monsters stand at attention with this collection of sturdy

Pathfinder Pawns bases. Designed for use with the Pathfinder Roleplaying Game, this set includes

17 plastic basesâ€”10 Medium bases, 5 Large bases, and 2 Huge basesâ€”and are perfectly sized

for battles on Pathfinder Flip-Mats, Map Packs, or other gridded game mats. With the Pathfinder

Pawns Base Assortment, flood the battlefield with all the creatures your game demands!â€œPrice

Includes VATâ€•
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The description is accurate - 10 medium stands (cover 1 square), 5 large stands (covers 2x2) and 2

huge stands (covers 3x3). For scale, a player-character or a "standard" monster fits on a medium

and a horse takes a large. They fit the Paizo pawns perfectly and it's really nice to have extra

because the regular kits don't come with nearly enough. If you're going to make your own pawns

(perhaps with different artwork), these stands will accommodate standard corrugated

cardboard.What I didn't realize when I bought this was that I need many more mediums and only a

few of the other sizes. Even a moderate party of characters will use up most of the bases, leaving

not nearly enough for the horde of goblins that was supposed to attack. I suppose I should just buy

some extra packs but I'd still rather they sold a pack of mediums-only so we could extend out the

sizes we really need. (If I ever do need multiple huges, I can always hold the image up by clipping

on multiple smaller stands.)



I am running a Skull and Shackles Adventure Path for some friends. A friend sent me the pawn set

for the campaign as a gift, but it didn't come with any bases. Thus why I purchased this. There's a

good selection of bases in this. I would have preferred more medium bases, since most of the PC's

don't have their own mini. The amount that they provide runs low kind quickly if you're running larger

battles.

Not much to say here. These hold up your pawns. The bestiary and the beginner box don't come

with enough pawns if you are running big battles. This helps. You can also make your own pawns

pretty easily with cardboard and printed images or just own drawings, then use these.

Great for Pathfinder Pawns. The slot is a fixed width, so it won't take standard cardboard cutouts,

but WILL take my homemade Pawns that I print on full sized (8.5 x 11) sheets and glue onto crafting

foam sheets. It works great.
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